Booking your Flirt

and Flutter Glamour or Boudoir Portrait

Location, Props and Clothing:

For the Glamour or Boudoir Portraits I can go on

location but definitely suggest using my studio as that's really what it's set up for- the lighting and
backgrounds are controlled to make you look your best and really bring out your confidence, and your
inner goddess! If you are coming to the studio I generally book my sessions back to back and therefore
will not be available for you to come in and get ready or begin the shoot before our allotted time. Unless
included in your package, you should come to the studio with your makeup, hair and nails done the
way you like/however it makes you feel sexy (and preferably the makeup is heavier than you probably
normally wear-as it is preferable with photography). Arrive in loose comfortable clothing (to avoid
marks on your skin You'll have your pick of an assortment of fun props accessories such as boas,
fedoras, and yes-jewelry for the shoot but I unfortunately do not yet have an array of costumes. But feel
free to breakout that sexy LBD (little black dress), men's dress shirt, pin-up dress, leather, lace, satin or
silk, heels or combat boots-whatever makes you feel confident-whatever makes you-YOU. Bring a few
outfits and heels to choose from. A lot of girls are nervous their first glamour shoot but believe me you
are going to have so much fun!!!

Cancellations:

I have a strict 24 hour cancellation policy, which if you booked through a

group-buy site would have been included in the fine print of the deal, otherwise the deal is forfeited. In
extreme weather conditions I may offer to reschedule the booking up to one hour before the shoot,
unless you hear from me please show up at the agreed upon time.

Additional Fees:

There are no taxes that need to be paid on packages purchased; however

as with many services industries such as beauticians, restaurants, etc, gratuities are customary and
greatly appreciated.

Package Turn Around:

If you have purchased a package through me, the contract I give

to you will include the turnaround for the package. With the larger packages purchased from group buy
sites the turn around to receive your package is approximately one month. I will choose the photos to be
printed and burned on the CD however all photos included on the DVD will be in 300dpi high resolution
and therefore able to be blown up for large prints at your leisure or with additional packages purchased
from me.

